GS-1 Table Installation/Assembly
Instructions
CI-T-0006
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Parts Required (Supplied):

One (1) Frame Assembly

One (1) Left Leg Assembly

One (1) Right Leg Assembly

One (1) Pivotal Access Assembly

One (1) Backing Roller *

One (1) Pick-Up Roller *

One (1) Two-Piece Table Top

One (1) Batting Bar

* Includes attached fabric leader
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Parts Required (Supplied) - Continued:

One (1) Large Hand Wheel

Two (2) Small Hand Wheels

One (1) Crank Handle

Six (6) 3/8” x 2-1/2” Bolts

Two (2) 3/8” x 1-1/4” Bolts

Eight (8) 3/8” Hex Nuts

Sixteen (16) 3/8” Flat Washers

Eight (8) 3/8” Lock Washers
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Parts Required (Supplied) - Continued:

Three (3) Woodruff Keys

Three (3) Acorn Nuts

One (1) Cross Track Assembly

One (1) Head Assembly

Two (2) 2” x 12” Velcro Strips

Four (4) Fabric Clips with Velcro

Four (4) Casters (Optional Equipment)

Tools Required:

5/32” Hex Wrench

Two (2) Adjustable Wrenches
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! CAUTION
Risk for lifting-related injury.
Several components of the table assembly are heavy. A minimum of two
people are required for assembly of the table.

1.0 Caster Installation - Optional:

! NOTICE

This section applies to optional equipment, and may not be required
depending on the options purchased.

1.1

Using a 15/16” or adjustable wrench, loosen the jam nut on each leveling foot and
unscrew them from the ends of each leg assembly (two per leg).

1.2

Install the casters by threading them into the holes that the leveling feet were
removed from. Thread them in so that approximately 1/8” remains between the
end of the leg and the flange of the caster. This allows for leveling adjustment later
in the procedure.
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2.0 Adjust Leg Height:
2.1

Using a 9/16” or adjustable wrench, loosen the locking bolt at the base of each leg.
The bolt does not need to be removed – only loosened.

2.2

Using two (2) 9/16” or adjustable wrenches, remove the bolt securing the leg
insert.

2.3

Adjust the leg insert to the desired height.
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2.4

Re-install the 3/8” bolt and hardware. Use two (2) 9/16” or adjustable wrenches to
tighten the bolt/nut.

2.5

Using a 9/16” or adjustable wrench, tighten the locking bolt at the base of the leg.

2.6

Repeat steps 2.1 – 2.5 for the other three legs, setting them all to the same height.

3.0 Attaching Legs to Frame:
3.1

While one person lifts the left end of the frame assembly, a second person should
position the left leg onto the end of the table.
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3.2

While one person holds the frame assembly and leg into place, a second person
should install the four (4) 3/8” bolts from the outside of the leg to secure the leg to
the frame assembly. Three (3) of the bolts are 2-1/2” long and one (1) is 1-1/4”
long. Flat washers should be used on each end of the bolts, and lock washers
under the nuts. Finger tighten only at this time.

3.3

While one person lifts the right end of the frame assembly, a second person should
position the right leg onto the end of the table.
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3.4

While one person holds the frame assembly and right leg into place, a second
person should install the four (4) 3/8” bolts to secure the leg to the frame assembly.
Three (3) of the bolts are 2-1/2” long and one (1) is 1-1/4” long. Flat washers
should be used on each end of the bolts, and lock washers under the nuts.

! NOTICE
3.5

If installing the optional hydraulic option or optional overhead light bar, it is
recommended that they be installed at this time. See the instructions that
came with the items for how to install them.

Tighten all the hardware installed in this section using two (2) 9/16” or adjustable
wrenches.
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4.0 Table Tops and Batting Bar

4.1

Place both sides of the table tops onto the top frame.

4.2

Place the batting bar into the pockets on each leg.
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5.0 Pivotal Access System and Rollers
5.1

Using a 9/16” or adjustable wrench, loosen the two clamp bolts on the left leg
assembly. You do not need to remove them.

5.2

Pull the pivotal access arm on the left leg out approximately 12”.
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5.3

Lift the pivotal access assembly, with one person at each end. Guide the right end
(has longer shaft extensions) into the pillow block on the right pivotal access arm.

5.4

While one person continues to hold the left side up, the other person should move
around to the left pivotal access arm and slide it out just as far as needed to be
able to insert the pivotal access assembly into the pillow block on the left arm.
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5.5

Once the pivotal access assembly is inside the pillow block, the left pivotal access
arm may be pushed back into the leg. It is now supported by the table.

5.6

Using a 9/16” or adjustable wrench, loosen the two clamp bolts on the right leg
assembly. You do not need to remove them.

5.7

Adjust the pivotal access arms in or out so that the dimension shown matches the
table for the head size being installed. Ensure both sides are equal.

Head Size
18-8
22-10
26-10
30-12
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DIM
1-1/2”
1-1/2”
5”
8”

! NOTICE

Both sides being equal is one critical detail to enabling the proper function of
your table. If they are not equal, the fabric will not track properly as it is being
rolled.

5.8

Using a 9/16” or adjustable wrench, tighten the four clamp bolts previously
loosened. Ensure the pivotal access arm dimensions do not move as you tighten
them.

5.9

Using a 1/2” or adjustable wrench, remove the two nuts that secure the right side
backing roller pillow block. Set the block and hardware within easy reach as it will
be necessary in a later step.

5.10

If necessary, use a 5/32” hex wrench to loosen the set screws and remove the
collars from both ends of the backing roller. Set the collars aside for re-installation
in a later step.
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5.11

Lift the backing roller, with one person at each end. Guide the left end (has no
extension for a hand wheel) into the pillow block on the left pivotal access arm.

5.12

Place the pillow block over the right end of the roller and re-install onto the pivotal
access arm using the hardware removed above. Only hand tighten at this time.
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5.13

Measure the distance shown on the left side and adjust the right backing roller
pillow block so that it is equal with the left side.

! NOTICE
5.14

Both sides being equal is one critical detail to enabling the proper function of
your table. If they are not equal, the fabric will not track properly as it is being
rolled.

Using a 1/2” or adjustable wrench, tighten the two nuts to secure the right side
backing roller pillow block. Ensure it does not move from the distance set above
as you tighten it.
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5.15

Re-install the collars onto both ends of the backing roller, tightening the set
screws using a 5/32” hex wrench to hold them into place. The collars should be
positioned so that the roller is not rubbing on either of the pillow blocks or arms,
with the dog properly engaging the gear on the right end.

5.16

Place a woodruff key into the shaft extension for the backing roller and install a
small hand wheel onto the shaft.
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5.17

Secure the hand wheel into place by installing an acorn nut, tightening it with a
7/8” or adjustable wrench.

5.18

Place a woodruff key into the shaft extension for the top fabric roller (part of the
pivotal access assembly) and install a small hand wheel onto the shaft.
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5.19

Secure the hand wheel into place by installing an acorn nut, tightening it with a
7/8” or adjustable wrench.

5.20

Install the pivotal access lock pin thru the right pivotal access arm and into the
pivotal access assembly as shown.

5.21

Using a phillips screwdriver, install the screw to secure the chain for the pivotal
access pin to the right pivotal access arm.
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5.22

Using a 5/32” hex wrench, install crank handle onto the acme screw on the right
side of the table.

5.23

Using a 5/32” hex wrench, tighten the (2) set screws to secure the right height
adjustment arm onto the height adjustment rod.
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5.24

While manually holding the right arm in approximately the same position as the
left arm, use a 5/32” hex wrench to tighten the (2) set screws to secure the left
height adjustment arm to the height adjustment rod. This will require applying
tension to the spring. The position does not have to be exact at this time as it will
be adjusted in a later step. We merely need it held in place for now.
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5.25

Using a 1/2” or adjustable wrench, remove the clamp for the pick-up roller and set
the clamp and hardware aside as they will be reinstalled in a later step.

5.26

Using a 5/32” hex wrench, remove the shaft collar from the left end of the pick-up
roller. Set it aside for re-installation in a later step.
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5.27

Install the woodruff key and large hand wheel onto the pick-up roller.

5.28

Secure the large hand wheel onto the pick-up roller by installing an acorn nut.
Use a 7/8” or adjustable wrench to tighten the nut.
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5.29

Install the cross track onto the table.

5.30

Install the head onto the cross track.

! CAUTION

The head can fall off of the cross track if allowed to roll to the rear without
the pick-up roller installed. Until the pickup roller is installed, it is
recommended that someone hold the head toward the front of the table, or
that the head is secured by other means until the pickup roller is installed.
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5.31

Lift the pick-up roller, with one person at each end. Guide the left end through the
machine head and into the pillow block on the left side of the table. Set the ball
into the socket on the right side of the table.

5.32

Replace clamp and install into place with the hardware previously removed.
Tighten the nut using a 1/2” or adjustable wrench (large hand wheel not shown for
clarity).

5.33

Make sure the distance between the pick-up roller and the carrier roller is the
same on both ends of the table. The pillow block bearings can be adjusted until
the desired spacing is achieved.
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5.34

Using an adjustable wrench, level the table by adjusting the four leveling feet.
While a level may be used and placed onto the tracks, the easiest way to level is
to use the machine as your indicator. At any position on the table, the machine
should not try and move on its own. When you have achieved this state, the table
is level.

! NOTICE

It is recommended that you re level the table any time it is moved. No floor is
completely flat and/or level and as a result, the table may need slight
adjustment any time it is moved.
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5.35

Place a level onto the pick-up roller and use a 5/32” hex wrench to adjust the arm
clamp on the left end of the table until the roller is level.

! NOTICE

The pick-up roller being level is one critical detail to enabling the proper
function of your table. If it is not level, the fabric will not track properly as it is
being rolled and the roll may rub on the head at one end of the table.
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5.36

Re-install the shaft collar on the left end of the pick-up roller. Tighten using a 5/32
hex wrench.

5.37

Remove the paper backing from the adhesive side and apply the Velcro strips to
the pivotal access arms.

5.38

Affix the fabric clips to the Velcro on each arm.
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